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4 million dollars, according to The Hollywood Reporter Third comedy “Get Hard” Will Farrell,who has achieved a 60 percent down last week after adding $ 12.. 2 million raised over the weekend and $ 167 2 million since it opened four weeks ago.. 5 milliondollars) The film also broke the record of
Captain America: The Winter Soldier, which grossed $ 95 million the same weekend in April last year.. Fast & Furious 7 Download was a thunderous start with $ 384 million in worldwide box office, 143.. ”Possibly aroused some curiosity, but also fits nicely into the overall chronology of the saga of
Fast & Furious” said Nick Carpou, president of domesticdistribution for Universal, referring to Walker.. 9 million and US $ 57 million since its release two weeks ago Disney’s “Cinderella” by Kenneth Branagh remained in fourthplace in the list of blockbuster, with US $ 10.

6 million dollars from the United States and Canada and 240 4 million dollars in the world.. With US $ 10 million raised, “Insurgent”, the second installment of theadaptation of “Divergent” trilogy created by the young writer Veronica Roth, came fifth.. According to Universal Studios, “Fast & Furious
7”, starring Vin Diesel and Paul Walkerwith missing between the protagonists, has been placed on the list of the best releases of all time.. Ranked ninth in the highest grossing debuts Paul Walker and Vin Diesel raised $ 143 million, officialssaid.. 9 million is located Followers “Cinderella” and
“Insurgent” The amount raised positions the tape, worldwide, as the fourth best openingof all time, surpassed only by Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part II (483.. 2 million dollars), Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (394 4 million dollars ) and The Avengers (392.
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Fast & Furious 7 Download Movie HD Full 2015. In a distant second animated film “Home”, which was at the helm during its premiere last weekend started.. The amount collected exceeded expectations since it is thehighest achieved by an installment of the franchise for Universal Pictures.. On festive
days during Holy Week, the animated film “Home” was second and grossed about 27.. The success of “Fast &Furious 7” is based not only on that this is the seventh installment of a very successful franchise in film history but also shows for the last time Paul Walker, who died on the set because of a
tragicaccident.. “That element motivating, but by no means is the main attraction of the film ”There is also the perception that the major releases as Furious 7 Download the secrecy that persists in the season of summer blockbusters that apparently begins increasingly advance due to the attempts of the
studies take advantage of preferential dates.. He raised this weekend US $ 27 4 million and $ 95 6 million in total The third place wentto the comedy “Get Hard” starring Will Ferrell and Kevin Hart, with US $ 12.. The success was attributed in part to the public interest in seeing the actor Paul Walker,
who died in November 2013 in a caraccident before the end of the filming of the movie.. Released a year after the first part, the film grossed $ 103 3 million in three weeks.. ”Fast & Furious”returned to sweep the box office after raising 143 6 million dollars (132 million euros) this weekend, on its
release.
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